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Movie:  D.O.A., 1949   
 
Scene: Just after Frank Bigelow is poisoned at The Fisherman jazz club. 
 
Start Time: 00:23:29 
 

  Time   Sound/Correlating Action 

00:23:29-00:23:43 Muffled, tinny version of the jazz song from the club is playing as if in Frank’s head 

00:23:30 Wooden door opens 

00:23:31 Light switch is clicked on 

00:23:33 Door shuts 

00:23:34 Paper with lady from the bar’s number on it rustles out of pocket 

00:23:35 Telephone receiver is picked up 

00:23:37-00:23:38 Frank: “Never mind operator...”/Sees flowers 

00:23:39-00:23:43 Rustle and soft footsteps from Frank walking to the dresser 

00:23:43 Frank picks up small flower card from the dresser 

00:23:44-00:23:59 Sweet music plays/Frank reads flower card from Paula 

00:23:59-00:24:09 Orchestral, slow version of the jazz song plays 

00:24:03-00:24:08 Frank tears up the woman’s phone number a couple times 

00:24:09-00:24:11 Flute crescendo as Frank drops paper into the waste basket 

00:24:14-00:24:30 Muffled, tinny version of the jazz song from last night is playing from Frank’s head as he is waking up 

00:24:29-00:24:32 Cloth & covers rustling as Frank holds his head and gets out of bed 

00:24:33 Bed creaks and Frank puts robe & slippers on, walks to the bathroom 

00:24:37 Bathroom light clicks on 

00:24:38 Slippers rustle/click on the tile 

00:24:43-00:24:48 Water rushes from faucet, Frank splashes water on face & neck 

00:24:49 Cloth towel rustles as Frank dries his face & hands 

00:24:57 Telephone receiver is picked up 

00:25:00 Frank: “Room service please.” 

00:25:03 Frank sighs (scene cuts to room service entering) 

00:25:04 Knock on door 
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00:25:05 Frank: “Come in.” 

00:25:06 Door opens 

00:25:09 Door closes 

00:25:11-00:25:28 Dialogue between the waiter and Frank: “Rest wellB?”, “Sign hereB”, “May I, sirB?”, etcB 

00:25:23 Bottle is put back onto tray 

00:25:27-00:25:30 Frank stirs the drink and puts spoon back on tray 

00:25:31-00:26:03 Eerie strings strike chord as Frank lifts drink to lips, then play low until end of scene 

00:25:32-00:25:59 Dialogue about the drink, take it awayB& is Frank okay, too big of a night, need fresh air, etcB 

00:25:43 Drink is put back onto the tray 

 


